**Society Of Arts Plans 4 Lectures**

Dr. Getting To Discuss

"Servomechanism - Man's Mechanism" to be presented by the Drama Society in the auditorium of Tech Hall on Sunday, March 30, at 8:30 P.M.

Dr. Francis O. Schmitt, head of the Atomic Research Laboratories, will discuss the application of servomechanism, the use of electronic servos, and the theory of automatics to problems of industrial and scientific research.

Dr. Schmitt will give demonstrations and models of the applications of servomechanism, including electronic servos in the regulation of steam turbine speeds, and servomechanisms in biological and industrial testing apparatus.

Dr. Schmitt will discuss the applications of servomechanism to problems of industrial and scientific research, and will give demonstrations and models of the applications of servomechanism.

Dr. Schmitt will give demonstrations and models of the applications of servomechanism, including electronic servos in the regulation of steam turbine speeds, and servomechanisms in biological and industrial testing apparatus.

**Debating**

(Continued from Page 1)

**Cameras**

Bought - Sold - Exchanged

Boylston Camera Exchange
42 BRICKFORD ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

**Fennell's**

MASSACHUSETTS AGENCY, BOSTON
IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
WINES - LIQUORS AND ALES

**Home of Name Bands**

Mas. of Conservatory of Music, Boston, O.N.

**Flowers of Quality**

Hoffman

317 Tremont Street, Boston

Just up the street from the Metropolitan

Phone your orders

Hub. 4714

FREE DELIVERY IN BOSTON
SERVICE ANYWHERE

Z. KAOYANES, Prop.
Veteran, World War II

HELP, AN EX-SERVICEMAN

**Make Your Xmas Presents Flowers**

Order them from—

**The Veteran's Flower Shop**

317 Tremont Street, Boston

**The Tech**

Friday, December 14, 11

Swimming

(Continued From Page 1)

Bookman and Banks rode to f and third. The 44th Freshman gave Brown another first and then 

with Meitner obtaining a second. The result of the pool meet Brown was running ahead with

end of four.

Lt. Keifer's chasm backstroke, put on a performer of the final 50 yard backstroke, which gave him various merits of the backstroke as practiced by older members of the team. It was

of Lana Turner doing "I'm in the Mood for Love" was worthy of w. A. Thurman's attention. Lt. Keifer made a demonstration of the backstroke in slow motion and a steady pace by Leonard. At regard of Coach Smith, he showed the proper methods of making the turn. After Lt. Keifer finished his final effort, the Tech and Brown went back to the water beside the pool. If Tech had won the final 400 yard relay, they would have given them the victory. It turned out, Brown beat Tech by a tally of 21-20. The 44th Freshman giving the cheers.

A summary of the results, as the swimmers who participated, the various events with their times and places of appearance as follows.

- **The Society of Arts**
- **Society of Arts Plans 4 Lectures**
- **Debating**
- **Cameras**
- **Fennell's**
- **Home of Name Bands**
- **Flowers of Quality**
- **Make Your Xmas Presents Flowers**
- **The Veteran's Flower Shop**
- **The Tech**